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A B S T R A C T   

Current knowledge on the properties of different types of cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) is fragmented. Properties 
variation is very extensive, depending on raw materials, effectiveness of the treatments to extract the cellulose 
fraction from the lignocellulosic biomass, pretreatments to facilitate cellulose fibrillation and final mechanical 
process to separate the microfibrils. Literature offers multiple parameters to characterize the CNFs prepared by 
different routes. However, there is a lack of an extensive guide to compare the CNFs. In this study, we perform a 
critical comparison of rheological, compositional, and morphological features of CNFs, produced from the most 
representative types of woody plants, hardwood and softwood, using different types and intensities of pre-
treatments, including enzymatic, chemical and mechanical ones, and varying the severity of mechanical treat-
ment focusing on the relationship between macroscopic and microscopic parameters. This structured information 
will be exceedingly useful to select the most appropriate CNF for a certain application based on the most relevant 
parameters in each case.   

1. Introduction 

Cellulose has been physically and chemically modified to produce a 
broad spectrum of materials and nanomaterials, where cellulose nano-
fibers (CNFs) are one of the main products [1,2]. CNFs are fibrillated 
nanoparticles, obtained mainly through the application of mechanical 
treatments to lignocellulose [3]. This process causes the delamination of 
cellulose, obtaining micro or nanofibers with amorphous and crystalline 
regions of high aspect ratio [4,5]. The most common mechanical pro-
cesses used in the fibrillation of cellulose are high-pressure homogeni-
zation (HPH), microfluidization, grinding, refining or cryocrushing [6], 
among others. These treatments require high energy to break down the 
fibers structure and, on some occasions, the final product is still far from 
being homogeneously downscaled [7,8]. 

For these reasons, the use of chemical, mechanical or enzymatic 
pretreatments, is essential [9]. Among them, chemical oxidation, via 
carboxylation using 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) and 
NaBr as catalysts, and NaClO as oxidant, is one of the most used 

processes to obtain a homogenized sample with mostly individual fibrils, 
high aspect ratio, and diameters below 10 nm [10,11]. However, this 
reaction presents some drawbacks related to the high cost of TEMPO 
catalyst, or its recovery at the end of the process, which would help to 
increase its profitability and reduce the environmental impact due to the 
alkaline waste streams associated with the reaction medium that has a 
high amount of salts [12,13]. 

On the other hand, although high fibrillation and homogeneity are 
needed in some applications such as the obtention of nanopapers and 
nanofilms [14,15] or in biomedical and pharmaceutical applications 
[16]; other applications do not always require highly fibrillated and 
homogeneous CNFs, such as cement [17,18], paper or cardboard [19] 
reinforcement. In these occasions, it is possible to use soft pretreatments 
that produce cellulose microfibers (CMFs) such as enzymatic hydrolysis 
or mechanical refining, reducing the environmental impact and costs of 
CNF preparation [19,20]. 

With all that, the opportunities to obtain different types of CNFs are 
very wide, even more if we consider the variety of raw materials 
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available for their production, mainly from wood but also from other 
plants, algae, bacteria or tunicates [21]. The most studied group, the 
woody plants, is classified into hardwood and softwood species. Some 
differences between these types of species are the hemicellulose and 
lignin content. While the most common hemicellulosic monomer in 
hardwood is xylose, mannose is predominant in softwood [22,23]. In the 
case of lignin, softwood is composed mainly by guaiacyl units, whereas 
hardwood lignin has both syringyl and guaiacyl units with a more 
complex and heterogeneous structure [22,24]. This composition makes 
softwood pulp easier to fibrillate than hardwood pulp, which typically 
requires a more intensive process [24]. 

Literature from the last decade shows some studies that relate the 
differences in CNF preparation from different raw materials, comparing 
some characterization parameters [22,25,26], others compare chemical, 
enzymatic and mechanical pretreatments, but mainly focused on spe-
cific applications [19,20,22,27] or only relating few pretreatment con-
ditions [28–31]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no 
studies providing a deep comparison between CNFs produced from the 
most representative types of woody plants, hardwood and softwood, 
using different types of pretreatments and intensities and also the vari-
ation in the severity of mechanical treatments, including rheological, 
morphological, chemical and compositional changes. 

In this work, two common cellulose sources are used to produce 
CNFs: pine and eucalyptus, which were previously bleached and treated 
by Kraft process. 50 types of CNFs were prepared using three pre-
treatments: enzymatic, refining as mechanical pretreatment, and 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation as chemical pretreatment. After then, the 
intensity of HPH was tested at 5 pressure sequences. The characteriza-
tion of CNF samples is critically discussed comparing the differences 
between the raw materials, pretreatments and homogenization severity 
using several quantitative parameters. A direct relationship between 
rheological and morphological properties has been found. Two tech-
niques recently developed by these research groups are used in this 
study to describe fibers morphology: the skeleton analysis of CNF mi-
croscopy images to obtain the slope between the number of nodes of the 
fibers and their projected area [26] and the determination of the 2D 
fractal dimension (Df) [32]. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

Bleached kraft softwood pulp from pine (BKSP) was kindly provided 
by Arauco (Chile) and bleached kraft hardwood pulp from eucalyptus 
(BKHP) was supplied from ENCE (Navia, Spain). The reagents used for 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation were 10% w/v NaClO, TEMPO reagent and 
NaBr (Merck, Spain), whereas for enzymatic pretreatment a solution of 
Novozym 476 with 2% of cellulases and activity factor of 4500 CNF-Ca/ 
g cellulose (tested over a CMC substrate) was supplied by Novozymes A/ 
S (Kalundborg, Denmark). Other reagents used were NaOH, HCl, NaCl or 
H2SO4 supplied by (Merck, Spain), crystal violet (Sigma) and Poly-L- 
Lysine solution, obtained from Electron Microscopy Sciences. 

2.2. Pretreatments of cellulose 

BKSP and BKHP were disintegrated by using a pulp disintegrator 
(PTI, Vorchdorf, Austria) at 90,000 revolutions and 1.5 wt% consistency 
after being soaked in water for one day to favor the swelling of fibers. 

Three types of pretreatments were used previous the main mechan-
ical treatment: mechanical pretreatment was carried out in a PFI mill for 
20,000 revolutions (Hamjem Maskin AS, Hamar, Norway) to refine the 
disintegrated pulp sample, previously adjusted to 10 wt%. Enzymatic 
hydrolysis was conducted in a stirred pulp suspension with a consistency 
of 5 wt%, pH 4.8, and 50 ◦C. The enzyme solution Novozym 476 was 
dropped into the suspension at 80 (H80) and 240 mg/g of pulp (H240). 
The reaction was maintained for 4 h under stirring conditions. The 

hydrolysis was finished by increasing the temperature up to 80 ◦C for 30 
min. Then, the enzymatically hydrolyzed pulp was washed with distilled 
water and kept at 4 ◦C. The third pretreatment was the chemical, using 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation performed like the methodology accounted 
by Saito et al. [33]. In this case, two oxidation levels, 5 (T5) and 15 
mmol NaClO/g pulp (T15), were tested. It was considered that the re-
action was over when pH remained constant without further NaOH 
addition. 

2.3. Production of cellulose nanofibers 

After pretreatments, pulps were adjusted to 1 wt% consistency and 
then, fibrillated to produce CNFs by high-pressure homogenization 
(HPH) in a laboratory homogenizer NS1001L PANDA 2K-GEA (GEA Niro 
Soavy, Parma, Italy). To achieve different nanofibrillation yields, five 
progressive pressure sequences were carried out:  

• HPH1: 3 passes at 300 bars.  
• HPH2: 3 passes at 300 bars + 1 passes at 600 bars.  
• HPH3: 3 passes at 300 bars + 3 passes at 600 bars.  
• HPH4: 3 passes at 300 bars + 3 passes at 600 bars + 1 passes at 900 

bars.  
• HPH5: 3 passes at 300 bars + 3 passes at 600 bars + 3 passes at 900 

bars. 

2.4. Compositional characterization 

Cellulose, hemicellulose, extractives, ash, Klason and soluble lignin 
were measured in both the initial raw materials and the pretreated 
samples. Extractive contents were quantified from Soxhlet extraction 
according to TAPPI T204. Total lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose 
contents were obtained following NREL/TP-510-42618 standard. Cel-
lulose sample (300 mg) was hydrolyzed with 3 mL of 72 wt% H2SO4 for 
1 h at 30 ◦C. Then, deionized water (84 g) was added to the sample 
which was introduced in an autoclave for 1 h at 121 ◦C. Hydrolyzed 
samples were vacuum filtered and the Klason lignin was determined 
from the sediment that remained in the filter. From this filter, ash con-
tent was determined by calcination at 525 ◦C according to TAPPI T211. 
On the other hand, the soluble lignin was obtained by measuring the 
absorbance of the filtrate in the UV–Visible spectrophotometer. The 
amount of hemicellulose and cellulose were analyzed by HPLC from the 
filtrate after neutralization with CaCO3 and filtered through 0.2 μm 
filters. 

2.5. Structural and chemical characterization 

Crystallinity index (CrI) of raw materials was obtained by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) with a Philips X'Pert MPD X-Ray diffractometer with 
an auto-divergent slit fitted with a graphite monocromator using Cu-Kα 
radiation according to Campano et al. (2018) [34]. Then, Segal's method 
was used to determine CrI [35]. The crystalline length was determined 
as the length of the nanocrystalline particles (CNC) extracted after 
submitting cellulose to acid hydrolysis with 64% H2SO4 at 45 ◦C for 45 
min, following the procedure described by Campano et al. [36]. Trans-
mission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were taken and, at least, 30 
individual particles were directly measured using the Image J software. 

Finally, carboxyl content and cationic demand (CD) were determined 
by conductometric titration and colloidal titration, respectively, ac-
cording to Delgado-Aguilar et al. (2015) [37]. 

2.6. Morphological characterization 

2.6.1. Macroscopic analysis 
Aspect ratio was obtained by a simplification of the gel point (GP) 

methodology based on the sedimentation of the fibers at low consistency 
[38]. Briefly, GP is simplified by replacing the derivative at the origin of 
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the curve initial concentration (Co) vs. the sediment height (Hs/Ho) by 
the quotient between Co and Hs/Ho (Eq. (1)). Optimal Co was selected to 
obtain a Hs/Ho around 4–12%. Lower sedimentations produce diffi-
culties to measure the height accurately, whereas a higher sedimenta-
tion deposit would cause a wide error in the substitution of the 
derivative by an increment. That is why, on some occasions, second 
sedimentation must be carried out with other Co closer to the optimal 
one [38]. 

GP = lim
Hs/Ho

→0

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

dCo

d
(

Hs/Ho

)

⎞

⎟
⎟
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Co(i)(

Hs/Ho (i)
) (1) 

To prepare the samples, CNF suspensions were diluted using deion-
ized water and stirred for 10 min. Then, 200 μL of crystal violet 0.1 wt% 
were added during the agitation to favor the sediment visualization 
[39]. 250 mL of the suspensions were left to settle into graduated cyl-
inders until reach a steady value that indicated the complete deposition 
of fibers. 

Aspect ratio was calculated from the GP according to Varanasi et al. 
(2013) [40], assuming a density of fibers around 1500 kg/m3 and using 
the crowding number theory (Eq. (2)) [41]. 
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(2) 

Other macroscopic parameters calculated are transmittance and 
nanofibrillation yield [42,43]. Transmittance of CNF suspensions was 
determined using a UV–Vis Shimadzu spectrophotometer UV-160A 
using distilled water as reference and background. Nanofibrillation 
yield was calculated after centrifugation of each CNF sample (0.1 wt%) 
at 4500 rpm for 20 min. The nanofibrillated fraction remains in the 
supernatant while the non-fibrillated fraction is retained in the sedi-
ment. An aliquot of the supernatant was recovered, weighed, and dried 
in the oven until constant weight. Then, the yield was calculated as Eq. 
(3). 

Nanofibrillation Yield (%) =
Dry weight of supernatant

Dry weight of centrifuged sample
⋅100 (3)  

2.6.2. Microscopic analysis 
CNFs were morphologically characterized by Optical Microscopy 

(OM) using a Zeiss Axio Lab.A1 optical microscope and a camera Axi-
oCam ERc 5s under 5× magnification (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, 
Göttingen, Germany) and by TEM, carried out at the National Centre of 
Electronic Microscopy (Madrid, Spain) with a JEM 1400 microscope 
(JEOL, Tokio, Japan). To prepare the samples, 15 μL of 10% Poly-L- 
Lysine solution were added on a copper grid covered with a Formvar/ 
carbon continuous layer. Then, 12 μL of 0.005 wt% CNF suspensions 
were deposited and left to dry before analysis [36]. OM and TEM mi-
crographs were processed and analyzed to retrieve morphological in-
formation. In view of the large number of images, processing and 
analysis were automatized using various software scripts that have been 
reported in previous studies [26,44]. 

To measure branching index, images were first binarized using 
ImageJ, an open-source image processing software package. Images 
were segmented and the particles detected analyzed in terms of size and 
shape, and skeletonized according to the procedure described in a pre-
vious publication [45]. The number of nodes and branches were deter-
mined for each image skeleton obtained. The slope obtained from the 
linear regression of the curve number of nodes vs. projected area was 
used as branching degree. 

On the other hand, the projected fractal dimension was measured on 
the micrographs. The acquired images were processed and analyzed 
using the same software. Images were firstly edited to achieve a good 

definition and high contrast of CNF borders. They were first converted 
into 8-bit images and then submitted to a bandpass filter and back-
ground subtraction to reduce the effect of impurities and irregularities in 
the images. Then, they were binarized through an auto threshold and 
corrected with a Close filter [44]. The fractal analysis was performed 
with the Fractal Box Count plugin. 

2.7. Rheology 

The viscous behavior of CNF suspensions is usually well-represented 
by the Herschel–Bulkley equation (Eq. (4)) [46,47]. Alternatively, yield 
stress (τo) is omitted from Eq. (4), using the apparent viscosity (η) as a 
function of the shear rate (γ) obtaining the Ostwald model as in Eq. (5): 

τ = τo +K⋅γn (4)  

η = K⋅γn− 1 (5)  

where τ is shear stress, K is consistency index, and n the flow index. To 
measure the viscous behavior of the CNFs a Couette-type rheometer 
PCE-RVI 2 V1L rotational viscosimeter from PCE Instruments 
(Meschede, Germany) was used, equipped with the L3 spindle that ro-
tates from 0.3–200 rpm, varying progressively γ and recording η. Con-
ditions related to spindle shape and vessel were considered using a ratio 
between the diameter of the vessel and the spindle of 1.2 [48]. CNFs at 1 
wt% consistency were tested five times with each material reporting an 
average of these five test runs. 

3. Results 

3.1. Characterization of raw and pretreated materials 

Chemical composition and properties of raw materials have been 
shown to have a high impact on the type of fibrillation and on both 
microscopic and macroscopic properties of CNFs [24,49]. Fig. 1 shows 
the results from the compositional analysis performed to the raw ma-
terials. Both raw materials have been delignified using the same pro-
cedure but differences between both types of woods have triggered that 
cellulose extraction is not performed in the same way [50]. As it is 
already acknowledged, the amorphous regions of cellulose have a higher 
reactivity due to the disorder of the polymer chains [51]. This higher 
reactivity also applies to hydrogen bonding, that take place inherently 
either with water (swelling), between cellulose fibrils or with other 
polysaccharides, such as hemicelluloses [52]. As shown in Table 1, BKSP 
has a higher crystallinity index than BKHP, 78.3% compared to 72.7%. 
In addition, it has a higher crystalline length, which has been defined as 
the length of the crystalline regions isolated after acid hydrolysis, i.e. 
CNC. Thus, it is expected that the BKSP has a higher purity in terms of 
cellulose than BKHP, and it is indeed what is observed in Fig. 1. Apart 
from cellulose, the main difference between both raw materials relies on 
the percentage of hemicellulose that is still bonded with the cellulose 
fibers, which vary from 7.4% in the case of BKSP to 17.5% in the BKHP 
sample. These findings agree with previous studies [53–55]. 

Moreover, a slight variation was also observed in the content of 
lignin that is soluble in acid. Despite Klason or insoluble lignin is mostly 
removed during the pulp preparation process, a slight portion of lignin 
that is soluble in acid remains within the sample. Acid-insoluble lignin is 
considered to be of high molecular weight, while acid-soluble lignin 
presents a much lower molecular weight [56]. Considering, thus, the 
already mentioned higher content in amorphous cellulose of BKHP, it is 
reasonable that a higher proportion of low molecular weight lignin 
could have remained still attached to the fibers. Hence, the main 
conclusion that emerged from the compositional analysis of raw mate-
rials is that the higher proportion of amorphous cellulose present in 
BKHP limited the purification of cellulose in the kraft process. 

Although aspect ratio refers to the length-width relationship of the 
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individual fibers, this parameter, in this study, could provide additional 
information on the behavior of the fibers in suspension, since it has been 
determined through the macroscopic behavior of samples during sedi-
mentation [57]. In this case, BKSP exhibited a higher value than BKHP, 
and it agreed with the size of the fibers observed in OM (Table 1). 
However, this value could have been affected by the different swelling 
behavior of both raw materials, which is directly related to the charge of 
the fibers [52]. Since BKHP has a higher swelling ability, the fibers could 
be acting as if they were wider, thus triggering a determination of a 
lower aspect ratio. 

Finally, two morphological parameters have been considered: first, a 
branching index indicates the proportion of nodes found in the skeleton 
of fibers to the projected area [26]; second, the 2D fractal dimension 
refers to the compacity of the fibers, quantified also in the images [58]. 

As observed, BKSP has a higher branching index and fractal dimension 
than BKHP. Attending to the microscopy images in Table 1, BKSP fibers 
are quite peeled compared to BKHP fibers, which present a smooth and 
homogeneous surface. This reason has been again attributed to the 
different crystallinity and crystalline dimensions observed in both 
samples: the longer and more abundant crystals of BKSP could have 
triggered a stiffer behavior when pulps are submitted to mechanical 
stresses [59], hence causing the breaking of some fibrils that remained 
attached to the fiber backbone. 

The composition of the pretreated samples after mechanical 
(refining), enzymatic hydrolysis and TEMPO-mediated oxidation has 
been also evaluated (Fig. 2). Neither mechanical pretreatment nor 
enzymatic hydrolysis (H80 and H240) had a perceptible effect over the 
sample composition. However, samples pretreated through TEMPO- 
mediated oxidation (T5 and T15) varied in a higher proportion 
compared to the others and in a special way in T15-CNFs. Three different 
behaviors can be described. First and foremost, the strong conditions of 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation make the dissolution of a part of the 
amorphous cellulose fractions [32]. This loss of cellulose causes the rest 
of the components increase, mainly the hemicellulose, because it is the 
second majority component. On the other hand, although it is more 
difficult to see as lignin is a minority compound due to is mostly 
removed in bleaching, the lignin content slightly decreased on both 
BKSP and BKHP samples. This fact can be clearly attributed to the 
presence of NaClO, and even more when NaClO is coupled with TEMPO- 
mediated oxidation catalysts [60]. Finally, ash content, which had 
negligible values in the rest of the pulps, started to increase considerably 
in a direct manner related to the amount of NaClO. Since the percentages 
were approximately the same in both pulps, BKSP and BKHP, this effect 

Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Klason lignin
Soluble lignin
Ash
Extractives

87.4%

7.4%

0.9% 0.5%
0.7%3.1%

(a) BKSP

5.7%
0.4%

1.2%
1.3%

17.5%

74%

(b) BKHP

Fig. 1. Compositional analysis of pine (BKSP) and eucalyptus (BKHP) pulps.  

Table 1 
Morphological characterization of raw materials.   

BKSP BKHP 

Crystallinity index (%) 78.3 72.7 
Crystalline length 189 ± 42 122 ± 56 
Aspect ratio 75 59 
Branching index (μm-2) 3.65⋅10-4 2.43⋅10-4 

Df 1.660 1.426 
Morphology (OM images) 

85% 86% 87%
81%

52%
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Fig. 2. Compositional analysis of the pretreated samples.  
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was attributed to some residual salts derived from the oxidation reac-
tion. Two main reasons could have governed this behavior: first, the 
oxidation reaction gives NaCl as a product [13], that could have 
remained attached to the fibers even after washing. Second, some in-
dustries have generally added NaCl to the commercial NaClO just to 
improve its stability during storage [61], and this low proportion could 
have remained also together with the fibers. An additional variable 
could be the fact that some cellulose fibrils could have been dissolved or 
stabilized in a colloidal form after oxidation reaction, which could have 
caused the breaking of some pieces of cellulose caused by an excessive 
electrostatic repulsion between carboxyl groups. This small fraction 
could have been lost during washing, reducing the amount of cellulose 
from the total composition. 

Finally, the effect that each pretreatment had on the initial sources 
was analyzed in terms of physicochemical properties and morphological 
parameters (Table 2). Carboxyl content was only modified with the 
TEMPO-mediated oxidation reaction, and reached a constant value in 
both cellulose sources, which was directly related to the oxidant dose. 
CrI also increased in a higher way with TEMPO pretreatment due to part 
of the amorphous cellulose is dissolved in the reaction medium [62], 
while in the rest of pretreatments there are hardly any variation with 
respect to the raw material, maintaining the proportion between 
amorphous and crystalline regions. 

Regarding morphology, a different behavior was observed in both 
samples. In mechanically pretreated pulps, both branching index and 
aspect ratio increased, whose reason was mainly attributed to the sep-
aration of the fibers by intensive shear stress. Fig. 3 proposes a schematic 
diagram of the effect of each pretreatment. In the case of enzymatic 
hydrolysis, the breaking of the cellulose chains, mainly in the amor-
phous region, produces the decrease of the aspect ratio, similarly in both 
raw materials but having different branching index. A higher value in 
this parameter was found for BKSP, which could be due to the higher 
initial branching aspect of the pulp, but also to a higher breaking of the 
fibrils caused by the characteristic stiffness of this material. 

Finally, although the final oxidation degree of both pretreated pulps 
with TEMPO-mediated oxidation was similar in terms of carboxyl 
groups, the morphology resulted to be very different. As explained in a 
previous publication [13], once the pulp has been oxidized at a certain 
point, the electrostatic repulsion induced by the carboxyl groups causes 
the breaking of the fibers in those areas close to the crystalline regions. 
Thus, it makes sense to think that this breaking would reach a higher 
degree in the pulps with longer crystallites, i.e. BKSP. 

3.2. Study of CNF homogeneity 

Homogeneity of CNFs is an important factor when using them for a 
particular application. When a sample has been highly fibrillated, 
meaning that the minimum possible diameter is reached, the suspension 
becomes optically transparent at test concentration (0.1 wt%), i.e. with a 
transmittance near to 100% [63]. On the other hand, it is common to 
find that some authors used the nanofibrillation yield to determine the 

degree of homogeneity of the sample, measured as the ratio between 
fibrillated and non-fibrillated fractions determined by centrifugation. 
Like transmittance, a higher nanofibrillation yield would indicate a 
higher number of fibers in the nanometric scale. Therefore, a smaller 
average diameter of the fibers is expected. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of 
transmittance vs nanofibrillation yield and shows an almost total pro-
portionality for all CNFs obtaining a R2 over 0.995. Both raw materials 
present the same fitting indicating that neither the cellulose source nor 
the treatments disrupt the relation between both properties. According 
to the literature, others raw materials as Aspen cellulose present the 
same behavior [43]. Therefore, the evaluation of both characteristics 
proportionate comparable information and in an industrial perspective, 
transmittance would be the most affordable parameter since it would 
require less-time consuming and low cost equipment, due to fact that 
centrifugation is not required [8]. 

Table 2 
Characterization of pretreated materials.  

Raw 
material 

Pretreatment Carboxyl 
groups 
(μeq/g) 

Crystallinity 
Index (%) 

Branching 
index 
(μm− 2) 

Aspect 
ratio 

BKSP 

Mechanical  53  78.4 5.82⋅10− 4  118 
H80  53  80.7 4.78⋅10− 4  53 
H240  53  81.0 3.65⋅10− 4  47 
T5  816  84.9 3.35⋅10− 4  59 
T15  1374  87.0 3.70⋅10− 4  35 

BKHP 

Mechanical  44  71.1 3.92⋅10− 4  110 
H80  45  69.9 2.58⋅10− 4  61 
H240  45  72.9 3.28⋅10− 4  65 
T5  821  73.3 1.71⋅10− 4  47 
T15  1385  75.1 4.01⋅10− 4  42  

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the morphology of pretreated samples.  

Fig. 4. Relationship between transmittance and nanofibrillation yield of CNFs.  
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As for the surface charge, it becomes higher when all nanofibrils have 
been released, having the whole surface full of hydroxyl groups with a 
negative charge [64]. At this point CD reach the highest value. Fig. 5 
shows the evolution of transmittance as function of the CD of CNF 
samples. We have solely considered in this study the transmittance 
values to make the comparison with CD due to the scarce differences 
with nanofibrillation yield (Fig. 4). Mechanical treatment induced 
higher fibrillation in BKHP compared to BKSP, with higher CD and 
transmittance of CNFs that are obtained using the same homogenization 
sequence. In addition, there is an increment in both parameters with the 
intensity of the homogenization process. Although there were clear 
differences between the evolution of these parameters in both raw ma-
terials, they seldom varied when the enzyme dose was increased (from 
H80 to H240). CD and transmittance started in almost the same point 
(HPH1) in both enzymatic pretreatments with the same raw material, 
with higher values of CD than in mechanically treated HPH1. However, 
HPH caused a higher effect in H240 samples, when both parameters 
were compared in HPH1 and HPH5. A higher homogeneity in the 
fibrillated product was achieved in BKHP samples and could be due to 
the higher efficiency of enzymes to hydrolyze amorphous cellulose [65]. 
Nevertheless, none of the samples got transmittance values over 35%, 
indicating that some of the fibers still have a macroscopic size, as 
observed in TEM images (Fig. 6). 

TEMPO-mediated oxidation had a similar effect on CD of samples 
depending on the oxidant dose, having a value of around 1000 μeq/g in 
the case of HPH1 pretreated with T5 and 1600 μeq/g in the case of HPH1 
pretreated with T15 (Fig. 5b). Great part of this value is due to the in-
crease in the carboxyl groups in C6 of cellulose. However, values in 
transmittance were more significantly similar by raw material. In BKHP 
samples, almost 100% of transmittance was achieved, while the 
maximum transmittance value observed in BKSP was 75% with T15 and 
HPH5. This fact may be due to the higher hemicellulose content of BKHP 
samples, that produces an easier nanofibrillation of the fibers, since the 
hemicellulose acts as a physical barrier between fibers reducing the 
extension of microfibrils aggregates and the amount of intrafibrillar 
hydrogen bonding [55,66,67]. In addition, the differences in both 
crystallinity and crystallite size of the raw materials, both higher in 
BKSP samples, may also influence in the differences observed in trans-
mittance between the two sources. Most amorphous areas may have 
been oxidized and due to the dramatic shift in the electrostatic charge 
and the high resistance of crystalline areas to be unmodified [68], many 
of the cellulose chains could have been broken instead of hydrolyzed. 
This difference in the morphology of samples, which gave place to a 
difference in transmittance values, was also observed in TEM images of 
Fig. 6. 

3.3. Rheological behavior of CNFs 

Flow behavior is one of the most important factors in the application 
of CNFs and its variation may be due to several factors, such as the 
hemicellulose content that try to keep the fibers glued or the substitution 
of hydroxyl groups by charged ions as in TEMPO pretreatment, pro-
moting stronger electrostatic repulsion and increasing suspension sta-
bility [69]. The apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate is 
logarithmically plotted in Fig. 7 for the different HPH sequences and 
pretreatments. The representation of the apparent viscosity as function 
of the shear rate of several samples provides useful information on the 
fluid characteristics. For instance, two evolutions exhibiting a similar 
slope (flow behavior index, n) but differences on the apparent viscosity 
at certain shear rate, indicates differences on the consistency index (K), 
which depend on the individual fiber characteristics and can vary in 
several order of magnitude [47,70,71]. Newtonian fluids maintain the 
proportion viscosity with shear rate with n equal to 1. On the other hand, 
when n is below 1, as it is the case of CNF suspensions (Fig. 7), the 
behavior is pseudo-plastic [72]. 

The rheological behavior of CNFs is a complex system influenced by 
multiple parameters, such as the CNF entanglement, the ramification, 
their aspect ratio, the concentration, their composition or the specific 
surface area, among others [47]. Comparing BKSP and BKHP CNFs with 
mechanical pretreatment, a higher K is obtained in BKSP associated with 
a higher ramification [26], already from the raw material, as TEM mi-
crographs shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1. The initial ramification of BKSP 
makes that despite having higher viscosity values, the increase with the 
HPH severity be scarce. However, BKHP with a smooth surface and a 
reduce branching, despite having less viscosity, the effect of HPH pro-
duce a higher variation of viscosity which indicates more effectivity on 
the homogenization. In this sense, the transmittance of BKHP also 
showed in Fig. 4 a greater variation from HPH1 to HPH5 in this source. 
Moving on to enzymatic CNFs, the shortening in the pretreatment 
reduce the entanglement of the fibers, which produces lower viscosity 
than mechanically pretreated samples. Comparing raw materials, both 
present minor differences, but the initial smooth surface of BKHP makes 
the viscosity slightly lower. Comparing both doses of enzymes, the 
higher dose, H240-CNFs show higher variation in viscosity, so the HPH 
produces more effectivity in this property and in a greater way in BKHP 
as occurs with mechanical CNFs. That is why, as a summary, both pre-
treatments, despite BKSP having a higher viscosity due to its fibrillation, 
BKHP shows greater effectiveness with the treatments performed. On 
the other hand, CNFs pretreated with TEMPO-mediated oxidation 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between transmittance and cationic demand of CNFs.  
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BKHP-CNFs have higher apparent viscosity. The great severity of this 
pretreatment produces the oxidation of cellulose introducing carboxyl 
groups that increase the electrostatic charge of the fibrils, which causes 
the dissipation of some of the amorphous regions reducing the chain size 

of cellulose [73]. Therefore, the BKSP oxidized with TEMPO procedure, 
show the separation of branched fibrils from the primary structures, 
observing small fibers with low aspect ratio even some of them with 
nanocrystals morphology at high doses of NaClO [74]. Additionally to 

Fig. 6. TEM images of HPH5 samples of both raw materials with the three pretreatments.  

Fig. 7. Comparison of apparent viscosity vs shear rate for different treatments and pretreatments.  
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the initial branching morphology of this pulp, the lower hemicellulose 
content of BKSP that typically acts to hold the fibers together made this 
pulp easier to fibrillate [55]. However, BKHP contains a higher amount 
of hemicellulose that difficult the completely break of the fibers forming 
a kind of network instead of separating the fibers, which increases vis-
cosity and K in a higher extent than in BKSP [75]. 

Fig. 7 also shows an increase in apparent viscosity with the ho-
mogenization intensity during the shear rate range analyzed and for all 
pretreatments. This viscosity variation in the application of different 
HPH sequences is more accused in TEMPO samples, in which after a low 
number of passes (from HPH2) a gel structure, more viscous, is observed. 
Only BKHP pretreated with T15 directly shows a high viscosity of all 
samples from HPH1. Therefore, 3 passes of homogenization at 300 bar 
are enough to obtain viscous CNF suspensions with high transmittance, 
not being necessary a more severe treatment. 

As for the flow behavior index, this parameter shows a very slight 
decrease with homogenization severity which indicates a higher pseudo- 
plastic behavior of these CNFs. However, the comparison of flow 
behavior index must be evaluated cautiously due to the possible pres-
ence of slip flow, a lubricating layer adjacent to the rheometer walls 
where the CNF loss adhesion producing higher viscosity values, mainly 
at high shear rates [76,77]. Therefore, one way to identify the slip flow 
in the logarithmic representation of apparent viscosity in front of shear 
rate is the curvature of the plot instead of a line, in which the last values 
can be affected by this effect that increase the flow behavior index even 
above 200% [76]. This effect is clearly observed in H240 samples for 
both raw materials in which flow index is notably reduced when the fits 
are carried out with shear rates under 5 s− 1, improving R2 and main-
taining the consistency index. 

3.4. Comparison of rheological and morphological parameters 

CNFs and CNCs from different raw materials, treatments and pre-
treatments show a wide variety of parameters related to composition, 
morphology, and rheology [75]. Therefore, the selection of the most 
adequate CNFs is key for each application: for instance, rheology is 
essential in applications like coating or 3D printing, requiring a high 
CNF concentration; in other applications, including food thickener or in 
the production of composites, the rheology is also important but con-
centration will depend on the final use [78]. On the other hand, 
morphology parameters could be key, such as the entanglement of the 
fibers in the production of aerogels [79]. 

Thus, the comparison of microscopic parameters as fractal dimension 
and branching index to characterize the morphology of the samples with 

macroscopic parameters as the aspect ratio, determined through a bulk 
behavior, or the consistency index parameter could be the most useful to 
select the more adequate raw materials and treatments. One of the 
possible comparisons is shown in Fig. 8, which relates K with aspect 
ratio for all pretreatments. We consider K instead of n as representant of 
rheology, since n flow index may present discrepancies associated to the 
slip flow of the suspensions, which would difficult the analysis [76]. On 
the other hand, fractal dimension pretends to be a very useful tool to 
estimate the irregularity of fibers. Fig. 8a shows that fractal dimension of 
CNFs is practically invariable with mechanical pretreatment. With the 
severity of homogenization, K increases while the compactness of the 
primary structures (fractal dimension) is maintained in both samples 
with a slightly higher fractal dimension in BKSP associated with the 
higher ramification. On the other hand, enzymatic pretreatment pro-
duces higher variation in fractal dimension of CNFs whereas the con-
sistency index scarce increase. The shortening of the fibers with the 
pretreatment is observed in HPH1 for both samples and doses, with 
lower values of fractal dimension than mechanical CNFs. However, 
increasing HPH severity the shortening stop being observed due to the 
peeling of the fibers and the presence of microfibrils around the primary 
structures, producing the reverse effect an increasing fractal dimension 
values. However, fractal dimension decreased again when these mi-
crofibrils separate totally from the bundles of fibers at higher HPH 
severity. 

This fact is also observed in Fig. 8b with TEMPO-mediated oxidation 
pretreatment, the separation of the fibers and breakage of the chains 
produce the reduction of the fractal dimension. This effect is more 
remarkable in BKSP with lower fractal dimension values after both doses 
of oxidation. From this raw material is possible to observe some CNC 
structures among the fibers after T15 as Fig. 6 shows, whereas in BKHP a 
network structure is maintained, and fractal dimension stays at higher 
values. However, the presence of still CNFs in BKSP-T15 can cause the 
non-decrease of K as occurred in woody plants, i.e. sisal and hemp, in 
which the strong oxidation conditions produce the breakage of the most 
part of CNFs to CNCs, reducing K, even more with the homogenization 
sequence that still breaks more the material [32]. 

Fig. 9 compares aspect ratio and branching index for all pre-
treatments. The aspect ratio of some T15-CNFs has not been possible to 
be measured due to the lack of deposits in the gel point measurement, 
mainly in T15-BKHP. This is justified by the high viscosity of the samples 
that may hinder the CNF deposition together with the slow sedimenta-
tion process and the small deposit produced. Only BKSP with T15 and 
HPH1 and HPH2 were registered with aspect ratio under 10, suggesting 
the obtention of CNCs [74]. On the other hand, only OM images were 
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Fig. 8. Relationship between consistency index (K) and fractal dimension of CNFs.  
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selected to calculate branching index. By the same way than in OM, this 
technique also could be used in TEM images, obtaining results in another 
scale. However, the low number of aspect ratio values obtained in T15 
samples makes there few samples to compare. 

In general, CNFs from both sources pretreated with mechanical and 
enzymatic hydrolysis do not show high differences in aspect ratio, only 
in both cases an increase it with the HPH severity, due to the reduction 
of the diameter of the fibers with the peeling of them, forming secondary 
fibers. On the other hand, branching index, which gives an idea of the 
ramification of the samples, shows after mechanical pretreatment a 
higher value in BKSP than BKHP due to a higher crystallinity of BKSP 
which makes that after the application of mechanical strengths the mi-
crofibrils peeled remain attached to the primary fibers. After enzymat-
ical pretreatment, branching index is not as high as in refining due to the 
shortening of the fibers in this pretreatment, presenting similar results 
for both samples, slightly higher in BKSP due to the raw materials was 
initially more branched. However, TEMPO-mediated oxidation pro-
duces a reverse effect in aspect ratio, which is reduced with HPH. This 

fact is due to the predominance of the fiber split during homogenization 
associated with the break of β-1,4 glycosidic bonds in the cellulose 
chains after TEMPO-mediated oxidation [13]. This shortening becomes 
more effective the more pressure is applied to the homogenizer, until the 
samples are not observable in the OM, therefore branching index cannot 
be measured in BKSP-T5 with HPH4 and HPH5. BKSP present smaller 
aspect ratios associated to the high effect of TEMPO-mediated oxidation 
in this raw material, may be due to several factors as lower contents of 
lignin and hemicellulose that make the NaClO dedicates completely to 
oxidize the cellulose or the nature of the raw material with higher 
peeling of the microfibrils that facilitate the break of the fibrils [26,60]. 

To sum up, the effect of the chemical composition, and morpholog-
ical and rheological parameters developed in this study have been 
collected in a simplified way by a color code in Fig. 10. The increase or 
decrease of each property is easily observed according to the raw ma-
terial, pretreatment and treatment intensity. In such a way that 
depending on the parameter for which it is required to obtain a high or 
low value, it is possible to select the source and treatments to prepare the 
CNFs. 

4. Conclusions 

CNFs produced from BKSP and BKHP showed very diverse proper-
ties, regarding structural, morphological, and rheological behavior. This 
article settled, in a critical comparison, the main features of the raw 
materials that affect to the effectivity of both the pretreatments and the 
treatments used to produce CNFs. The different types and amounts of 
hemicelluloses and lignin presented in both types of wood caused that 
bleached kraft pulps triggered a significant effect on the nanofibrillation 
process. The different crystallinity and crystal size of cellulose marked 
the changes in morphology of CNFs and their rheological behavior ob-
tained after each treatment. BKHP fibers, which have a higher content of 
amorphous cellulose, were more prone to keep the fibrillar structure as 
shown by the transmittance, the nanofibrillation yield and the fractal 
dimension. On the other hand, BKSP fibrils tended to break more easily. 
This effect is also denoted by the rheology data that shows a higher 
variation in BKHP samples after the increase in HPH severity, despite the 
higher global values obtained in mechanical and enzymatic BKSP that 
are associated to the initial branching. These results will facilitate re-
searchers and industries to select the most adequate and effective raw 

Fig. 9. Aspect ratio vs branching index.  
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Fig. 10. Summary of chemical, morphological and rheological measurements.  
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material and procedure to obtain fit-for-use CNFs for a given 
application. 
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